Helping
Accountants Grow

Doing CPD online is now more important than
ever. Here’s what accountants say:
97% think they’ll be
doing the same or
more CPD online in
the future

82% of
accountants want
to be able to do their
CPD, either fully or
in part, at home

70% of employers
encourage CPD with
either time off, by
paying for CPD or
providing CPD

97% said that
accountingcpd
helped them in
their role

*source: CPD At Work Survey (accountingcpd March 2022), survey of the accounting professionals on accountingcpd

Showing an interest in helping your team flourish is showing an investment in their future,
which is proven to speed up career progression and increase employee satisfaction,
helping you to attract, develop and retain the best individuals.
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What should you expect from your online CPD?
With the accountancy sector changing so rapidly and doing CPD online now more important than ever, you need to
choose the right CPD service that can help you shape your team and be ready for the future. So what to look for?

Flexibility
Different people learn in different
ways, so flexibility in what and where
your team learns is increasingly
important. It’s crucial that each
member of your team can choose
the learning style that works for
them and can complete learning
at a time that suits them, whether
that’s at home, in the office or even
on their commute.

Range
Learning and development should
be a personalised journey. To cater
for your entire team you need access
to a wide range of both technical
knowledge and professional skills
training so each person can choose
what they require to fill their
knowledge gaps.

Effectiveness
To be effective, learning needs to be
relevant, personal and engaging.
It should encompass both technical
and professional skills that each
employee can draw on to fulfil
their potential.
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Why
accountingcpd.net?

We take the hassle out of CPD by helping each
member of your team plan and organise their
professional development.
Working with leading professional bodies and
accounting experts, we have developed a
market-leading catalogue of online resources
designed specifically for accountants to
develop the skills they need to embrace the
future, from the newly qualified to the CFO.
We ensure that you can offer high quality,
accurate and engaging online CPD that has
been created with the modern accountant
in mind.
With an extensive subject range and variety of
length and style in our CPD resources,
we can guarantee a learning style to
suit every member of your team.

Over 85,000
accountants have
already benefited
from accountingcpd’s
range of online
courses with 97%
saying that it met
their CPD needs
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What our partners say about us
Over the last ten years, accountingcpd.net has helped
transform the way our members do their CPD and
enabled them to develop into the fully rounded finance
professionals they need to be to embrace the future.
Clare Hodgson, Senior Manager – Professional Development, ACCA

At John Crane we firmly believe high performance finance
teams are based on an individual’s aptitude, effective team
communication, in-house training, the right tools & technology
and continued motivation. accountingcpd.net definitely meets
the right tools and technology aspect.
Simon Moloney, Financial Controller, John Crane

accountingcpd provides an excellent source of
information to ensure that our qualified staff have
access to relevant materials and are focused on
continuous development. I want learning to ultimately
become a part of our daily routine where we
encourage continuous development and
accountingcpd provides that.

The portal allows me and my team to keep up to date with
any new accounting developments. The bite sized modules
are very useful, particularly for someone who cannot spend a
full day on a course. With the vast number of courses sorted
by topic option, it gives you the flexibility to spend time on
courses where there may be specific business impact.

Angela Griffiths, Learning and Development Manager, New Law Solicitors

Antonio Dias, Senior Financial Accountant, Day Lewis Plc.
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What’s
Included?

With 100’s

CPD Courses
Over 1,000 hours of online CPD
resources on a wide range of
accounting topics, covering technical,
regulatory and professional skills.
You and your team will be first to
access new courses as soon as they
are published.

CPD Bites
Exclusive service for accountingcpd
licence holders. Stimulating learning
in convenient, fully tracked, 15-minute
sessions straight to your inbox.
Hundreds to choose from and new
ones are added every week.

of courses

and topics
on offer,
we’re

confident
that our

members will

always find

courses that
interest and
stimulate
them.

CPA Ireland
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Update Programmes
Keeps your team informed, up to date and confident all
through the year.
From accounting standards, technology and regulation to
a full tax updates programme, these programmes are a
guide to navigating 2022 successfully. Facilitated
learning, 2 hours per month.

Monthly Webinars
Find out what’s trending in the world of
accounting from expert guest speakers and
earn verifiable CPD at the same time.
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Career Progression
We partner with leading professional bodies to help you
progress in your chosen specialist field. Choose qualifications
in topics like IFRS, Digital Innovation, and Integrated Reporting
or enrol on a career progression pathway to Finance Business
Partner, Finance Data Analyst and more.
And that’s not all, there’s also…..
NEWS BITES Stay up to date and be informed
as an accounting professional.
VIDEO INTERVIEWS Access our expanding library of
video interviews for expert advice on every topic.
NEW CONTENT Get immediate access to new CPD each
week as soon as it’s published.
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For your team: Online CPD tracker
Keeps track of everything you do, storing your records and
monitoring your progress towards achieving your CPD goal each year.
Get a CPD completion certificate for all the CPD you complete. Audit
proof and stored securely for peace of mind.

For your peace of mind: Support
We work with you to implement the engagement tools and communications that will develop a
learning culture and help you grow and retain your accounting and finance teams.
Your team will be kept engaged, informed, and focussed on using the service you have provided
for them through our monthly schedule of communication designed to drive usage.
Simple pricing structure.
No limit on the amount of learning people can do.
Switch team members easily if someone leaves the organisation, no extra costs.
Add people at any stage during the licence period and only pay for the remaining time on the licence.
Dedicated client manager and support team available via phone, online and email.
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Ask us anything!
If you have any questions about how we can help
your team grow, don’t hesitate to get in touch.
Tel: +44 (0) 207 582 3309
Email: info@accountingcpd.net
https://www.accountingcpd.net/licence

